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INTRODUCTION

Sheet silicates provide an excellent opportunity to study the 
pressure responses of minerals as they have relatively simple 
modular layered topologies and varied interlayer structures (hy-
drogen bonding, Van der Waals, cations). Little is known about 
the physical signiÞ cance of the relatively weak interlayer forces 
binding adjacent polyhedral layers. High-pressure and high-tem-
perature studies can provide information about the importance of 
such forces in phyllosilicates as they involve signiÞ cant compres-
sion and expansion of the interlayer space. Recent high-pressure 
studies of dickite (Johnston et al. 2002; Dera et al. 2003) and 
chlorite (Welch and Marshall 2001; Welch and Crichton 2002; 
Kleppe et al. 2003; Welch et al. 2004) indicated that interlayer 
hydrogen bonding has an important effect upon compressibility. 
For example, chlorite is almost half as compressible as micas 
and talc. Welch and Marshall (2001) showed that at pressures up 
to 5 GPa, the interlayer space and talc-like 2:1 layer compress 
similarly, whereas the brucite-like sheet remains uncompressed. 
High pressure is an effective means of probing the structural role 
of hydrogen bonding in these minerals because compression is 
dominantly normal to their well-developed structural layering in 
which interlayer hydrogen bonding is a major structural compo-
nent. In situ high-temperature studies of hydrogen-bonded sheet 
silicates (Zhan and Guggenheim 1998; Guggenheim and Zhan 
1999) have also provided valuable insights into the structural 

behavior and signiÞ cance of the interlayer hydrogen bonding.
Brown and Bailey (1962) suggested that the natural abun-

dances of the chlorite polytypes are related to two main structural 
controls: (1) cation-cation repulsive forces between the interlayer 
and the tetrahedral sheet and (2) hydrogen-bonded conÞ gurations 
that lead to short hydrogen bonds. The dominance of the IIb 
polytype results from the absence of control (1) and the pres-
ence of a structurally favorable hydrogen-bonding conÞ guration. 
However, Ia chlorites, such as the natural chromian-clinochlore 
studied here, also occur and indicate that a favorable hydrogen 
bonding topology can overcome the unfavorable vertical cation 
superpositions in projection parallel to c* that are characteristic 
of a-type interlayers. We have undertaken a high-pressure study 
of chromian-clinochlore to discover the limit to which a-type 
interlayers are stable as a function of pressure.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The structure of chromian-clinochlore from Erzincan, Turkey, was reported by 
Bailey (1986) as having the Ia-4 polytype structure (triclinic, space group C1

�
) and 

being metrically monoclinic with a = 5.329(1), b = 9.246(2), c = 14.442(5) Å, α 
= 90.00(2)°, β = 97.08 (3)°, and γ = 90.04 (2)°. Compared to the monoclinic Ia-2 
polytype (C2/m), there is a 60° rotation of the brucite-like sheet relative to the 2:1 
layer that breaks the mirror and diad symmetry. Bailey (1986) found that all Cr3+ 
is ordered at M4, as is [VI]Al in other chlorites. Our sample is also from Erzincan, 
Kopdaji, Turkey. It occurs as millimeter-sized, chunky book-like aggregates and as 
ß akes in a foliation, coexisting with chromian-spinel. Other than having Cr3+ at M4 
instead of Al, the composition of the chromian-clinochlore studied here is close to 
that of the chromian-clinochlore end-member: the anhydrous formula determined as 
the average of 16 spot electron-microprobe analyses is Mg4.93(4)Cr0.77(5)Fe3+

0.11(3)Al1.20(2)

Si2.96(5)O14. Hence, the cation composition of the brucite-like sheet is approximately * E-mail: mdw@nhm.ac.uk
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ABSTRACT

The compressional behavior of a natural chromian-clinochlore-Ia polytype has been studied by 
synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction to 8 GPa at 298 K under hydrostatic conditions. A reversible 
polytypic transformation occurs at 6 GPa from the Ia-4 to a Ib polytype in which all a-type interlay-
ers are converted to b-type by sheet translation across the interlayer, thus removing the high degree 
of cation superposition between the brucite-like sheet and the adjacent 2:1 layer that is associated 
with a-type interlayers. The isothermal bulk modulus for the Ia polytype to 5.9 GPa was determined 
by Þ tting pressure-volume data to a second-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state: K0 = 78.7 ± 
1.4 GPa. This value is close to that of clinochlore-IIb (K0 = 81 GPa). Elastic moduli for a, b, and d001 
obtained from second-order Þ ts to a Birch-Murnaghan equation of state are: Ka0 = 113(5) GPa, Kb0 = 
91(2) GPa, and K001,0 = 54(1) GPa. A possible relationship is discussed between the 6 GPa polytypic 
transformation observed in chromian-clinochlore and the non-polytypic transformation at 9 GPa in 
clinochlore-IIb reported recently. Both transformations are dominated by contraction of the interlayer, 
with negligible in-plane compression of the polyhedral sheets. Both may also involve an increase in 
oxygen close-packing across the interlayer. However, in chromian-clinochlore, the destabilization of 
a-type interlayers is a further signiÞ cant structural factor that may cause the transformation to occur 
at a lower pressure. Both transformations also involve an increase in the compressibility of chlorite. 
Although the transformation in chromian-clinochlore is inß uenced by the vertical superpositions of 
cations across the a-type interlayer, the hydrogen bonding is robust and does not reorganize until a 
considerable pressure (6 GPa) is reached.


